Shot Lists

**Prototype**
1. **Portrait**: People interacting with the prototyope,
2. **Action**: Time lapse, action shot from the POV of the prototyope
3. **Details**: Final count
4. **Openbox process**: Setting up, moderator interacting with people

**Parklet 360**
1. **Space**: Wide establishing shot from across the street, from the perspective of someone approaching on the sidewalk side
2. **Action**: 3 people interacting in the parklet
3. **Details**: 3 key parklet details
4. **Wild Card**: the soul of the parklet

**Observations**
1. **Portrait**: People and animals in and around the parklet
2. **Space**: Wide establishing shot from across the street, from the perspective of someone approaching on the sidewalk side, time lapse of parklet in relation to the space around it, panoramic stills
3. **Action**: Activities taking place in the parklet, people interacting with each other, people using the space in unusual ways
4. **Details**: Hacks and workarounds, parklet signage, 3 key parklet details
5. **Openbox process**: Camera man in action
6. **Audio**: Street and parklet sounds

**Sponsor Interview**
1. **Portrait**: Sponsor(s) in the parklet; wide and close up
2. **Action**: Sponsor maintaining the parklet, interacting with people, doing the research activities
3. **Details**: Parklet related blueprints, applications and permits, overhead of research activities, parklet details or activities they talk about during the interview.
4. **Openbox process**: Showcase the Openbox moderator with interviewees.
5. **Audio**: The sound of the room

**Intercepts**
1. **Portrait**: The participant; wide and close up
2. **Details**: Writing on or interacting with the worksheet, parklet details or activities they talk about during the intercept
3. **Openbox process**: Showcase the Openbox moderator with interviewees.